Abstract
Introduction
With the tremendous development of human society, billions of data in the form of knowledge and information is generated everyday, which leads to huge requirements of super computers and high performance clusters. Without the help of modern computer systems, we can never imagine how scientists and engineers accomplish the great projects like human genome sequence, universe dark matter observation and Google search engine. Therefore, the last decade becomes the boosting period of data centers in the whole world. Many huge data centers were built and the future data center will be even bigger.
However, the rapid growth of data centers introduces a significant problem: huge energy consumption. According to EUN (Energy User News) [1] , the power requirements of today's data centers range from 75 W/ft 2 to 150-200 W/ft 2 and will increase to 200-300 W/ft 2 in the near future. High energy consumption will cause serious economical and environmental issues. For example, a large-scale cluster may require 40TWh per year, costing over $4B per year at the price of $100 per MWh [2] . According to the data from EPA, generating 1 kWh of electricity in the United States results in an average 1.55 pounds (lb) of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.
Among various components of a data center, storage subsystem is one of the biggest consumers of power. A recent industry report [3] shows that storage devices account for almost 27% of the total energy in a data center. This problem will be even exacerbated when faster disks with higher power needs appear in the future. Therefore, new technologies of designing energy-aware storage systems for super computers and clusters are highly expected and have become a hot research topic in the high performance computer area.
In this paper, we present a new buffer disk based strategy to build energy efficient parallel storage systems. The basic idea of our strategy is very simple and straightforward. To most people, it is common sense that leaving a light bulb on at daytime is a waste of energy. The same thing happens if we keep the computing nodes on when it is idle. It makes no sense that we still feed those idle machines power, without producing any useful work. Huge energy can be conserved if we turn the idle machines to sleeping mode or just shut them down directly. However, new problems come out if we spin the storage system up and down so frequently. First, the life cycle of storage disks will be shortened. Second, the availability and reliability of disks will be degraded. Third, the whole system will suffer great time and energy overhead for waking the system up again. One possible solution for these problems is trying to reduce the time of spinning status of storage system. Our framework and algorithm is designed on the basis of this strategy. By using data buffer disks to temporally buffer the requests, once a disk is tuning to sleeping node, it will keep this mode as long as possible. In the view of the whole system, the number of sleeping disks is optimized as well. In this research, we construct a buffer-disk based framework for parallel storage system and accordingly, a corresponding scheduling algorithm for parallel disk requests is also implemented.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present a brief description of related work. Next, Section 3 illustrates the buffer-disk based parallel disks framework. In Section 4, we introduce mathematical models for calculating the power of parallel storage system. Section 5 demonstrates the working of buffer disk scheduling algorithm. Experimental environment and simulation results are analysis in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 provides the concluding remarks and future research directions.
Related work
Most of the previous research regarding energy conservation issues focuses on single storage system like laptop and mobile devices to extend the battery life. Recently, researchers have realized that energy conservation is also important for large scale parallel disks in the cluster systems. Several techniques proposed to conserve energy in storage systems include dynamic power management schemes [4] [5], power-aware cache management strategies [6] , poweraware prefetching schemes [7] , software-directed power management techniques [8] , redundancy techniques [8] , and multi-speed settings [10] [11] [12] . However, the research on energy-efficient parallel disk systems is still in its infancy. However, the issue of using buffer-disk frameworks to reduce energy consumption in parallel disk systems is not well investigated.
Buffer management has been used to boost performance of parallel disk systems [13] [14] . Previous studies showed that data buffers significantly reduce the number of disk accesses in parallel disk systems [15] . More importantly, it is observed from the previous studies that traffic of small writes becomes a performance bottleneck of disk systems, especially when RAM sizes for data buffers are increased rapidly [15] . It is expected that small writes dominate energy dissipation in parallel disk systems that support dataintensive applications like remote-sensing applications and on-line transaction processing systems [16] [17] .
The long-term goal of our research is to develop fundamental techniques and theories to save energy of large-scale parallel disk systems. The objective of this paper, which is paving a way towards that goal, is to design a radical buffer-disk framework in which energy-related reliability model, data partitioning, disk request processing, data movement/placement strategies, power management, and prefetching schemes are implemented and holistically integrated to reduce energy dissipation in parallel disk systems. The rationale for the proposed research is that the development of the energy-efficient buffer-disk framework accompanied with a simulation toolkit will promote more energy-efficient resource management techniques for storage systems in general and parallel disk systems in particular.
Buffer-disk framework
A parallel disk system is comprised of an array of independent disks connected by a high-speed network. In this paper, we proposed a novel energy efficient buffer-disk framework which consists of four major components: a RAM buffer, m buffer disks, n data disks, and an energy-aware buffer-disk controller (see Figure 1 ). Hereinafter, we will call this framework as BUD framework for short.
The RAM buffer with a size ranging from several megabytes to gigabytes is residing in the main memory. The buffer-disk controller carefully coordinates energy-related reliability model, data partitioning, disk request processing, data movement/placement strategies, power management, and pre-fetching schemes.
We choose to use log disks as buffer disks, because data can be written onto the log disks in a sequential manner to improve performance of disk systems. It is to be noted that in most cases, the number of buffer disks m is smaller than the number of data disks n, and values of m and n are independent of one another for workloads with inter-request parallelisms.
The buffer disk controller, a centerpiece in our BUD framework, critically affects the overall performance and energy efficiency of parallel disk systems. Therefore, we will address several challenging issues related to the design and
Figure1. The energy aware buffer-disk framework
implementation of an energy-aware buffer disk controller. The buffer disk controller will be implemented to achieve the following specific goals. First, the buffer disk controller will aim to minimize the number of active buffer disks while maintaining reasonably quick response times for disk requests. Second, the controller has to energy-efficiently deal with read and write (only small writes are considered in this paper) requests issued to a parallel disk system. Third, the controller must move data from buffer disks to data disks in an energy-efficient way. Fourth, the controller is intended to incorporate an energy-aware pre-fetching strategy to dynamically fetch the most popular data into buffer disks, thereby allowing most data disks to be in the sleep mode to save energy.
Energy consumption models
Calculating power for disk drives is complicated. As performance of disks increase, the power consumed does not increase linearly. Idle states are closely approaching run states. This means that this study has to have a specific goal of power consumption from modern disks. The basic power model for this study is a summation of all power states multiplied by the time each power state was active. The states used are startup, idle, and read/write/seek. Read, write and seek are put together, because they share similar power consumption.
Let T tr be the time required to enter and exit the inactive state. The power consumption of a disk when entering and exiting the inactive state is P tr . Thus, energy E tr consumed by the disk when it enters and exits the inactive state is expressed as
Similarly, let T active and T idle are the time intervals when the disk is in the active and inactive states, respectively. We denote the energy consumption rates of the disk when it is active and inactive by P active and P idle , respectively. Hence, the energy dissipation E active of the disk when it is in the active state can be written as 
Let T ai and T ia denote times a disk spends in entering and exiting the inactive state, P ai and P ia are the power consumption rates when the disk enters the inactive and active states. Let N ai and N ia be the number of times the disk enters and exits the inactive state. Then, the transition time T tr and power P tr can be computed as follows
In most cases where the values of N ai and N ia are both equal to N tr , T tr can be written as
The time interval T active when the disk is in active state is the sum of serving times of disk requests submitted to the disk system. , ) (
where n is the total number of submitted disk requests, and
is the serving time of the ith disk request.
where T seek is the amount of time spent seeking the desired cylinder, T rot is the rotational delay and T trans is the amount of time spent actually reading from or writing to the disk. Now we quantify energy saved by power management policies as below 
In this study, the transition power consumption is not considered. This is because transition power is not well defined by data presented in prior research. For this model, the real problem is deciding on what the power consumption is for each state. Values can be collected based on data sheets, physical hard disk tests, and published papers.
Trusting most of the research preformed by others should be with caution. Most of the papers concerning power of hard disks where either using old data or data sheets. Old data presents a problem in that the disks power performance is not linear. Old data can be used to prove the conceptual goal, but there is a good chance that proof is obsolete or misleading. Also, as stated before, data sheets must be checked against reasonable values and it is hard to tell from a published paper whether this was done. Consequently, it is hard to pin down a power model. The evidence would point to find a data sheet that can be confirmed with a physical electrical test. For preliminary tests, we are using a data sheet for a Seagate hard disk that is modeled by DiskSim. As long as the parameters we use are logically correct, the simulator will still be able to show performance. Without precision numbers, we will not be able to conclude accurate monetary savings. This is why disk drive research that is over a year old can be used, but only if the power consumptions are relative to modern disks. To complete this power model, one must define explicitly each state including transition periods between states.
An energy-efficient disk scheduling algorithm
In this section, we will talk in detail about the scheduling algorithm which runs on the buffer disk controller based on the BUD framework presented in section 3. Basically, this algorithm will provide a solution for four most important situations in parallel storage systems and give a relatively judicious decision in each scenario.
Write requests
Write requests can be divided into small write requests and large write requests. Whenever the controller receives a write request, it will first check the size. If the request is a large write, say over 10MB or more, it is sent directly to the corresponding data disk. Otherwise, the controller will send this request to the RAM buffer which will buffer these small writes and form a log of data to be written into one of the buffer disks later. Once the data are transferred to the RAM buffer, the controller will send a "write complete" acknowledgement message to the sender. Next step, the controller will test the state of all the buffer disks. If one buffer disk is not busy with writing a previous log or reading or transferring data, the data copy will be sent to this buffer disk to ensure that a reliable copy resides on one of the buffer disks. In order to guarantee the correctness and consistency of different data version, the controller is always trying to match the data with same block to the same buffer disk unless it is known that the data block is already outdated. In other words, operations which could write the same block data into different buffer disks is forbidden if one legal copy of this block still exists in any buffer disk.
The most important scheduling strategy between RAM buffer and buffer disk is that rather than wait until the RAM is full, the data are written into the buffer disks whenever they are available. This policy has two major advantages. First, data are guaranteed to be written into one of the reliable buffer disks in the shortest time period, which is very important to ensure the reliability and availability of data. Second, the RAM buffer can have more available room to buffer a large burst of new requests because previous data are always quickly moved from the RAM to the buffer disks.
Here we should note that the total storage space of each buffer disk is divided into equal n parts (n is the number of data disks) which are used to buffer the data requests corresponding to each data disk. For example, if we have two 10GB buffer disks and ten 100GB data disks, each buffer disk will have 1GB as the buffer space for each data disk. All the small write requests to data disk 1 will be buffered in the corresponding buffer space reserved for disk 1. The reason we split the buffer disks into small pieces for each data disk is to improve the response performance of the whole system. In the case when one buffer disk is busy writing or moving data, the other disk could serve the incoming requests immediately.
Read requests
Handling read operations is kind of simple and straightforward in the BUD framework. When a read request arrives, the controller first searches the RAM buffer. If the data is still in the RAM buffer then the data is immediately sent back to the requester. Otherwise, the controller will do a seek operation in the buffer disks. If the required data can not be found in the buffer disks, a missing message will be sent back to controller and the controller will send a read request to the corresponding data disk and finally the data will be transferred to the requester by the data disk. Using this policy, the read performance should be similar to or sometimes better than that of traditional disk because most of the requests will be sent to the data disk and reading from RAM or buffer disks seldom occurs in real applications.
Data movement
The other important scheduling problem is when and how to move the data from buffer disks to target data disks. Since the data transfer process competes with the disk accesses, a good algorithm to perform data moving is critical to the overall system performance. Rather than just consider the response time performance, data moving algorithm has to ensure the correctness and consistency while moving and after movement of data.
An available space percentage or ASP for short, based scheduling algorithm was designed to complete this task. In this ASP scheduling algorithm, an up bound of available space percentage will be set as the threshold which is used to invoke the data moving operation. For example, if we set the threshold as 20%, a data moving operation request for data disk1 will be sent to the controller as long as more than 80% space allocated for data disk1 in any buffer disk has been used.
In order to guarantee the response time and also the data consistency, the controller will first send a data clean command to the requested buffer disk. This command will mark all the blocks which will be moved to the data disk as "timeout" before the actual moving data operation starts.
The ASP algorithm combined with multiple partitioned buffer disks has two distinct advantages. First, it can significantly improve the response time of the whole system because usually the moving operation will take a long time. Once one buffer disk is super busy on moving data, the other buffer disks can immediately absorb data from the RAM thus greatly increase the parallel levels of the whole systems. Second, ASP algorithm can hundred percent guarantee the data correctness and consistency by using the "timeout" marks. Whenever a write request comes, the controller will check which block will be revised and match the write operation to the buffer disk which has the only legal copy of this specific block. Since all the blocks has already been marked as "timeout" before data moving, the controller will match the same write request to a new buffer disk when the supposed buffer disk is transferring data.
Power management
The ultimate objective of our research is to conserve as more energy as possible without sacrificing performance. To reduce energy consumption, modern disks use multiple power modes that include active, idle, sleep and shut down modes. In active mode, the platters are spinning and the head is seeking or actively reading or writing. In idle mode, a disk is spinning at its full speed but no disk activity is taking place. Therefore, staying in the idle mode when there is no disk request provides the best-possible access time since the disk can immediately service requests, but it consumes the most energy. In sleep mode, the disk consumes much less energy, but in order to service a request, the disk has to incur significant energy and time overheads to spin up to active mode.
In order to fully utilize the gap of energy consumption rate under different modes, the controller will be always trying to keep as more data disks in sleep mode as possible and also keep the sleep mode as long as possible. However, once a data disk is waken up, it will be keeping busy for a while because a large trunk of data coming from RAM buffer directly or coming from buffer disks will be written to it. At the same time, the controller will set an idle time threshold for the wakened up data disks. These disks will be tuned back to sleep mode to save power if the idle time exceeds this threshold. By using this power management strategy, we can farthest conserve energy and reduce potential damage to disks caused by frequently tune the states of disks.
Simulation Results
Our simulation results consist of first developing a simulator which meets all project specifications and running this simulator with a trace to get some preliminary results.
So far the simulator completed all the main functions that are necessary in order to model our distributed system. That is the program takes data from a trace. Then the program moves data to appropriate virtual disks that use disksim to derive there timing information. These virtual disks use a simple model to calculate total energy. Finally, both timing and energy data are reported to the user in the form of the two respective totals.
Our results from the simulator consist of two parallel disk systems. To simulate with these two systems we used a simple trace that came with disksim. The first system that was simulated was a simple disk system which is used today by many storage systems. It is basically a RAID 1 system consisting of 31 disks. This is basically a baseline system in which to compare our results. The second simulated disk system is similar to section 3 with 6 buffer disks each one acting as a buffer for a group of approximately 5 disks.
The simulator runs 25.55 minutes for each simulated system. Table 1 shows the energy consumption of the disk system without employing buffer disks and the disk system using buffer disks to conserve energy. Specifically, the traditional system without buffer disks consumed 189279.78 J (0.05 KWH) with all disks starting from off and being turned on when needed. In contrast, the parallel disk system with buffer disks only used 117345.99 J (0.03 KWH), which is substantially less. This resulted in overall power savings of 38%. Our results have shown substantial gains can be made by using buffer disks for very specific workload conditions. In order to further develop our storage algorithm we need to test our results in many more simulations and with more varied workloads. The simulator also needs to check with analytic calculations and the code needs to include the transition time and power from switching from mode to mode.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we proposed a novel buffer-disk based framework for large-scale and energy-efficient parallel storage system. In light of this novel buffer disk framework that are energy-efficient in nature, we designed a power consumption model, a disk scheduling algorithm, read/write quests handling strategies, data moving and power management policies. The preliminary results have shown substantial gains that the proposed energy-efficient disk framework can conserve more than 38% power compared with traditional parallel systems without employing the buffer disks.
Future studies in this research include the following points. First, we will conduct extensive simulation experiments by running disk traces from real-world applications. Second, we will extend our scheme to deal with intra-request parallelisms. For now, we simply consider inter-request parallelisms. Thus, I/O activities with intra-request parallelisms will be considered in the future. Third, we intend to further extend the disk scheduling algorithm to handle realtime disk requests, where hard deadlines must be guaranteed.
